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面是我长期积累的好句子（通过读原版报纸，杂志，等摘录

的），When it comes to floor coverings, Milliken modular,

broadloom and rugs meet these demands and much more. Milliken

Carpet represents a true marriage of function and form, offering

unparalleled advantages such as style and innovation. flexibility and

performance. value and service.3 Of the topfour design features that

teachers believe have astrong impact on student achievement,

threesafety,comfort and acousticscan be addressed byincorporating

carpet in classroom décor.4. The fact is, more than 1 million

children andadults each year are involved in slip/fall accidents

inNorth America. (Canadian Facility Management A, corporate

culture has been a crucial factor in the success of our company. In

fact, we attribute the quality of our company and our products to be

directly related to the quality of our people.49．Treat people fairly,

honestly, and intelligently, and theyll respond in kind. Its

management based on respect, one that encourages people to strive

for their personal best.50．However the geographical boundaries

were not the only ones that had to be overcome. From the outset of

the project, the customer expressed a desire to have the best and

most durable materials in this prestigious landmark building, which

would become a symbol to enhance the image of the nation. Yet, at

the same time, a clearly defined budget had been established, so the



project was not without fiscal constraint51．The trials could

determine whether abuse at Abu Ghraib was an aberration  as the

U.S. command insists  or stemmed from pressure from military

intelligence units to make detainees more compliant under

questioning. 52. That is absolutely and Idontknowlly unacceptable.

Those who are responsible for this, if they have behaved in this

appalling way, they will be punished according to the army discipline

and rules."-------Blair apologies for the abused53.Our results show

that moderately and severely obese men were at an increased risk for

high PSA levels after surgery and therefore are likely to have prostate

cancer recurrence," said Dr. Stephen Freedland, who led the study.

Obesity is also linked with pancreatic, breast and colon cancer, as

well as heart disease and diabetes. 54.Our relationships with

employees, customers, suppliers, and community must be based on

mutual respect, mutual trust, and mutual benefitThe customer is the

only reason we come to work each day.". Therefore, we will listen to

and seek to understand our customers needs. We will interactively

respond to those needs for the mutual benefit of the

relationship.INNOVATION"If you are doing it the same way you

did it two years ago, youre probably doing it the wrong way."In an

ever-changing marketplace, new products, services, and technologies

are the lifeblood of our business. We recognize our responsibility to

be a leader in product, technology, and in the marketplace. We will

provide a culture that encourages, nurtures, and recognizes

innovation.55.The operation was postponed to allow discussion

between Iraqi leaders and al-Sadrs militia on a possible negotiated



end to the fighting, a senior military official said on condition of

anonymity.57. DescriptionA theoretical spreading rate of 0.2 to 0.4

metres per litre will correspond to the particular finish and texture

specified. Practical spreading rates will vary due to such factors as

method and conditions of application and surface roughness and

absorption, allowance for material consumption is to be made for

such surface conditionsFor detailed information refer to the current

Material Safety Data Sheet available through Orica Texture Coatings

Sales and Customer Services offices. Health Effects: Splashes to the

eye will cause severe eye irritation. 58． AcraTex 957 Granitti must

only be applied in air temperatures between 10°C and 30°C and

must be protected from rain and frost for the first 24 hours. Avoid

application in full sun or hot, windy conditions. When applied

under 10°C or in high humidity climates longer drying times will be

encountered.59．DISCLAIMER: Any advice, recommendation,

information assistance or service provided by ORICA COATINGS

in relation to goods manufactured by it or their use and application is

given in good faith and is believed by Orica to be appropriate and

reliable. However, any advice, recommendation, information,

assistance or service provided by Orica is provided without liability

or responsibility, PROVIDED THAT the foregoing shall not

exclude, limit, restrict or modify the right entitlements and remedies

conferred upon any person or the liabilities imposed upon Orica by

any condition or warranty implied by Commonwealth, State or

Territory Act or ordinance void or prohibiting such exclusion

limitation or modification.61.Fears that the UKs nuclear plants are



vulnerable to a 9/11-style attack or accident are growing. Evidence is

emerging that the no-fly zones around nuclear plants are regularly

breached by both military and civilian aircraft.62.World Wide
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